
In the early 1970s an abandoned salt mine in Lyons, Kansas, received serious consideration as a site for disposing of 
high-level radioactive waste materials from nuclear weapons production and commercial nuclear power. The U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)—the federal agency responsible for building nuclear weapons, promoting peace-
ful uses of nuclear power, and ensuring nuclear safety—faced strong pressure to fi nd a satisfactory location for stor-

ing radioactive waste. As a result, it moved rapidly to investigate the suitability of the Lyons site and make preparations to 
develop it as the nation’s fi rst high-level waste repository. In the process, it provoked growing opposition from scientists 
and politicians in Kansas, who complained that the agency failed to fully explore vital technical issues. The AEC’s efforts 
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Underground Vaults and Storage, Inc., salt mines, Hutchinson, Kansas, early 1960s.
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eventually collapsed on both political and technical grounds; it not only took actions that antagonized key leaders in Kansas 
but also found that the Lyons site was inappropriate for burying radioactive waste.

The AEC had confronted the problem of radioactive waste from the time it began operations in 1947. It inherited large 
quantities of waste from the atomic weapons plants that had been constructed during World War II, especially at Hanford, 
Washington, and Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and it created even greater amounts in new plants built during the early Cold War 
years. The most hazardous form of waste was the highly radioactive liquids that were a by-product of “reprocessing” ura-
nium fuel from a reactor to recover plutonium. The AEC stored such high-level liquids in underground tanks at its own 
plants while it sought a permanent means to dispose of them.1

Radioactive waste posed a grave danger if it entered the environment in suffi cient quantity and intensity to threaten 
public health. The AEC pointed out that small releases of radiation from waste were unavoidable, but agency offi cials were 
confi dent that their procedures did not allow occupational or public exposures that exceeded the “permissible limits” rec-
ommended by scientifi c authorities. AEC offi cials were keenly aware of the importance of fi nding satisfactory long-term 
means for disposing of radioactive waste, both for the protection of public health and for the future development of the 
nuclear power industry. The AEC devoted considerable effort to identifying the most promising approaches for isolating 
nuclear waste materials from the environment for hundreds, and in some cases thousands, of years. By the early 1960s the 
prevailing view among experts was that the best method for disposal of high-level waste was to immobilize liquids in a 
solid form and then place the solid waste in an appropriate geological site.2

The problem of radioactive waste attracted little popular interest in the fi rst decade after World War II. The public 
became increasingly concerned about waste disposal, however, after a spirited controversy over radioactive fallout from 
nuclear weapons testing made radiation hazards a prominent subject in news reports, magazine stories, political campaigns, 
and congressional hearings. Scientifi c experts disagreed sharply about the extent of the risk presented by exposure to fall-
out, and the highly publicized and sometimes acrimonious debate clearly intensifi ed public anxieties about radiation. One 
result was an outcry over the dumping of low-level radioactive waste into deep ocean waters in the late 1950s. The materials 
that the AEC authorized for sea burial were far less radioactive and much less dangerous than high-level liquid waste. But 
a barrage of criticism persuaded the agency that it should not grant new licenses for ocean disposal. The uproar provided 
unmistakable evidence of public misgivings about waste disposal practices and drew unprecedented notice to the issue. 
Consumer Reports, for example, ran a story in February 1960 that discussed the “huge and ever-increasing problem of radio-
active waste.”3
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The AEC was satisfi ed that it was making steady prog-
ress toward a solution to the waste problem, but its search 
for a suitable disposal site became increasingly urgent be-
cause of two developments in the late 1960s. The fi rst was 
a controversy surrounding the handling of waste at the Na-
tional Reactor Testing Station, an AEC-funded facility in 
Idaho. State offi cials, responding to protests from citizens, 
raised questions about the AEC’s management of high-level 
waste and long-lived, low-intensity “transuranic elements” 
(such as plutonium) at the Idaho site. They expressed con-
cern that radioactivity from the waste could reach the Snake 
River Plain Aquifer and contaminate the state’s water sup-
plies. In June 1970, after the issue generated headlines both 
locally and nationally, the AEC promised Idaho Senator 
Frank Church that it would move waste materials out of 

the state to a permanent site. At the same time that it made 
its commitment to Church, the AEC was seeking a location 
for high-level waste from the commercial nuclear power in-
dustry, which had experienced an unexpected boom during 
the late 1960s. The expansion of commercial nuclear power 
soon triggered a sharply contested national debate over the 
safety of the technology. One prominent issue cited by crit-
ics was nuclear waste, and their arguments placed addi-
tional pressure on the AEC to fi nd a solution promptly.4
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Project Salt Vault, as the Lyons study was called, commenced in the fall of 1965 and lasted until January 1968. Here researchers conduct 
tests on fuel assemblies buried in a salt mine. 
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The AEC had been investigating permanent disposal 
of high-level waste since the 1950s. In 1957 the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Waste 

Disposal, which had been established at the request of the 
AEC, published a report in which it concluded that salt for-
mations offered the most promising geological setting for 
high-level liquid radioactive waste. It based its view on the 
dry, impermeable, and “self-sealing” properties of salt de-
posits. The plasticity of salt made it likely to seal fractures 
that might occur and to block the penetration of liquids. 
The committee also pointed out that salt formations were 
abundant, generally located in areas of low seismic activ-
ity, and inexpensive to mine. It called for research to ad-
dress technical uncertainties. Accordingly, the AEC made 

arrangements to conduct preliminary experiments in an 
unused section of a salt mine owned by the Carey Salt Com-
pany in Hutchinson, Kansas. Although there were large salt 
deposits in other parts of the United States, including sec-
tions of New York and Michigan, the agency found central 
Kansas especially inviting because the size, thickness, and 
depth of the formations within the state best met its siting 
criteria.5

A “transporter” used to move fuel assemblies during Project Salt Vault. It received canisters from the surface through a shaft and carried 
them to the holes in the fl oor of the salt mine. The trailer was heavily shielded to protect the driver from exposure to radiation. 
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Between 1959 and 1961 scientists from Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory, which was operated by the Union Car-
bide Corporation under an AEC contract, ran a series of 
experiments in the Hutchinson mine. They injected nonra-

dioactive liquids that simulated the heat produced by nu-
clear waste into cavities drilled in the fl oor of the mine. The 
results of their work were encouraging but not conclusive. 
In July 1963 the AEC announced that Oak Ridge would con-
duct a new battery of tests in an abandoned salt mine in 
Lyons that was also owned by the Carey Salt Company. Un-
like the Hutchinson tests, the Lyons study, named Project 
Salt Vault, would use solid radioactive waste in the form of 
fuel elements from the National Reactor Testing Station.6

As early as 1959, Kansans such as Senator Andrew F. Schoeppel, a former Republican governor from Ness City—fl anked here by Vice 
President Richard M. Nixon (left) and President Dwight D. Eisenhower—sounded the alarm with regard to the issue of radioactive waste 
disposal. During his 1960 reelection campaign the senator “stressed his opposition to the use of the mine caverns for atomic waste deposits 
because it isn’t absolutely certain the wastes will not endanger the region” (Lyons Daily News, October 14, 1960).
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The Salt Vault tests were performed between Novem-
ber 1965 and January 1968. Their purpose was to provide 
information on several crucial issues, including the design 
of equipment and methods to move high-level waste from 
a nuclear plant site to a permanent repository, the effects of 
radiation on salt, and the extent to which elevated tempera-
tures would cause “creep and plastic fl ow” in salt forma-
tions. The concern was that “thermal stress” would increase 
the fl ow of salt in a way that undermined the mine’s struc-
tural stability. During the Project Salt Vault experiments, the 
intensely radioactive fuel assemblies, packed in canisters, 
were lowered into steel-lined shafts that extended about 
twelve feet below the fl oor of the mine, which was about 
one thousand feet underground. Over a period of nineteen 
months, the salt closest to the shafts received a massive (by 
human health standards) average radiation dose.7

The researchers who carried out Project Salt Vault 
found the results to be “most encouraging.” They 
believed that the tests went a long way toward 

confi rming the feasibility of placing radioactive waste in 
salt formations. In early 1970 they reported that “most of 
the major technical problems pertinent to the disposal of 
highly radioactive waste in salt have been resolved.” The 
Oak Ridge experts concluded that high-level waste could 
be safely handled in an “underground environment,” that 
“the stability of salt under the effects of heat and radiation 
has been shown,” and that the problem of salt creep could 
be managed by a “suitable design” for the repository.8

The Project Salt Vault fi ndings came at an opportune 
time for the AEC, which was then under fi re from Sena-
tor Church over waste at the National Reactor Testing Sta-
tion. On March 6, 1970, AEC Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg 
noted in his diary, after receiving a briefi ng from Oak Ridge 
offi cials, that the results of the Lyons tests were “very en-
couraging.” This assessment enabled the AEC to offer as-

Great Bend Daily Tribune, 
November 18, 1963

surances to Church that it would transfer the Idaho waste 
to a permanent repository that it hoped to open within a 
decade. Meanwhile, the AEC staff began working on a plan 
for the acquisition of land and construction of a salt mine 
facility in central Kansas for high-level and transuranic 
waste. Although it described the prospective installation 
as a “demonstration project,” it predicted that “the facil-
ity would ultimately be designated as the initial Federal 
radioactive waste repository.” The probable site was the 
Carey mine in Lyons, both because it had “extensive exist-
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ing workings” from Project Salt Vault and because it would 
allow the “earliest possible start” for permanent disposal. 
The staff had held discussions with “principal offi cials” in 
Kansas that seemed to “indicate support for locating the 
proposed waste facility in the Kansas salt beds.”9

Despite the AEC staff’s optimistic appraisal of local 
opinion, the investigations of salt mines for disposal of ra-
dioactive waste elicited mixed reactions in Kansas. Some 
Kansans had expressed concern as soon as Oak Ridge had 
begun its fi rst fi eld tests in Hutchinson. On June 11, 1959, 
Senator Andrew F. Schoeppel cited an “alarming situation” 
that could produce “disastrous results” in Kansas. He was 
under the erroneous impression that the Hutchinson tests 
involved pouring high-level liquid radioactive waste di-
rectly into salt mines, and he warned his constituents that 
they could not be “absolutely certain” about the safety of 
such procedures. In November 1963 an editorial in the Great 
Bend Daily Tribune took a similar position. It commented 
that announcements about Project Salt Vault “caused mur-
murs of discontent” because “nobody is too wild about 
having atomic energy bubbling under his back yard.”10

Other Kansans, by contrast, strongly supported the 
AEC’s projects. In 1962 Frank C. Foley, director of the Kan-
sas Geological Survey, commented that there was “great in-
terest” among state offi cials in the potential advantages of 
a waste disposal facility in Kansas. He cautioned, however, 
that the “psychology of informing the public” was “of great 
signifi cance.” He suggested that the term “atomic waste 
disposal” was “not good psychology,” and argued that it 
should be replaced by “atomic by-products storage.”11

The citizens of Lyons offered a warm reception to Proj-
ect Salt Vault and, from all indications, generally favored the 
construction of a permanent repository if the site turned out 
to be suitable. In early 1970, as rumors circulated that the 
AEC would settle on Lyons for its demonstration project, 
an informal poll indicated that most residents approved de-
velopment of the installation or “were little concerned one 

way or the other.” John Sayler, editor of the Lyons Daily News, 
believed that his neighbors were “overwhelmingly for it.” Ly-
ons was a town of about 4,500 people, located in central Kan-
sas about sixty-fi ve miles northwest of Wichita. One reporter 
described it as a “placid, pleasant town … with tree-lined, 
cobblestone streets in a region where trees are not generally 
plentiful.” Lyons was primarily an agricultural community, 
but a large mine operated by the American Salt Corporation 
was an important source of employment. The smaller Carey 
Salt Company mine, the site of Project Salt Vault, ran directly 
under the town. It had opened in 1891 and closed in 1948. A 
majority of residents hoped that the waste repository would 
provide new jobs and income in their area.12

The prevailing attitude in Kansas as the AEC took pre-
liminary action toward the construction of a waste 
repository in the spring of 1970 was ambivalence. 

The Topeka State Journal captured this mood by citing, on 
the one hand, the economic benefi ts of the “somewhat de-
batable honor of becoming an atomic garbage dump” and, 
on the other hand, the need to resolve outstanding safety 
issues. It affi rmed that “Kansas wants to consider this with 
more than the proverbial grain of salt.” The fate of the proj-
ect depended heavily on the position of Governor Robert B. 
Docking, and, like many Kansans, he was undecided about 
how the possible economic advantages should be weighed 
against the potential safety risks. Docking had spent most 
of his professional career as a banker before he had been 
elected governor in 1966 and won reelection two years later. 
As a Democrat in a heavily Republican state, his success de-
pended largely on his commitment to low taxes and other 
traditionally Republican doctrines. Docking announced that 
he would seek a third term in May 1970, and placing a radio-
active waste repository in Kansas was a potentially sensi-
tive political issue. On both technical and political grounds, 
therefore, the governor adopted a wait-and-see posture on 
the benefi ts and risks of developing a disposal site.13

For technical advice on the still pending Lyons pro-
posal, Docking looked to William W. Hambleton, who held 
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a Ph.D. in geology from the University of 
Kansas and became director of the Kansas 
Geological Survey just as the Lyons issue 
was gaining prominence. Hambleton knew 
Docking on a fi rst-name basis from civic ac-
tivities in Lawrence and regarded the gov-
ernor as an exceptionally thoughtful and 
gracious individual. On April 17, 1970, he 
outlined the political and technical issues 
that, in his judgment, required careful con-
sideration. He pointed out that “radioactive 
waste disposal by anyone, anywhere is to-
day a very sensitive public, political, and en-
vironmental issue.” Hambleton focused on 
the technical questions that he believed had 
not been adequately addressed. Although 
the AEC had “done very defi nitive work 
on the properties of salt under a wide range 
of pressure and temperature conditions,” it 
had not provided the “very detailed infor-
mation” that was needed to build a waste 
repository at a specifi c location. This could 
be obtained only by a “very careful drilling 
program” at the site.14

As Kansas offi cials considered a series 
of questions surrounding the proposed 
waste facility, the AEC moved ahead with 
its plans. One step it took was to request that 
the National Academy of Sciences Commit-
tee on Radioactive Waste Management, 
which had been formed in 1968, appoint a 
special panel to review the “concept of long-
term storage of solid radioactive wastes in 
salt mines.” This subcommittee, called the 
Panel on Disposal in Salt Mines, included 
Hambleton among its seven members. At 
its fi rst meeting in Oak Ridge in May 1970, 
it heard from John A. Erlewine, who was 
the coordinator and point of contact for the 

In a June 9, 1970, editorial the Topeka State Journal captured the prevailing Kansas mood 
toward the possible construction of a waste repository by citing, on the one hand, the eco-
nomic benefi ts of the “somewhat debatable honor of becoming an atomic garbage dump” and, 
on the other hand, the need to resolve outstanding safety issues. 
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AEC’s waste disposal programs. Erlewine had received a 
law degree from Columbia University and joined the AEC 
as a staff attorney in 1952. He had risen quickly through the 
ranks of the AEC and was highly regarded as an able ad-
ministrator and an effective spokesman for agency policies. 
Erlewine told the members of the Panel on Disposal in Salt 
Mines that the “Commission believes that suffi cient R&D 
has been performed and that it is now appropriate to con-
struct a repository as soon as possible.” He revealed that the 
AEC would soon ask for congressional funding.15

After the meeting Hambleton and his staff at the Kan-
sas Geological Survey prepared a detailed discussion of 
matters that in their minds needed further research. Assert-
ing that existing studies had provided an “oversimplifi ed 
view of the geology” of the Lyons region, they expressed 
concern about the “inadequacy of base-line data on wa-
ter quality and quantity,” the presence of oil and gas drill 
holes in the area, the prospect of “sagging and fracturing” 
if salt thickness were not uniform, and the possibility of 
structural weaknesses in geological formations. Hambleton 
thought that investigating those questions would produce 
useful data within about six months. After he shared his 
reservations with his colleagues on the Panel on Disposal in 
Salt Mines, they agreed to meet in Lawrence on June 16–17, 
1970, to review outstanding technical issues.16

While Hambleton was expressing his misgivings, the 
AEC continued to push ahead. On June 12, 1970, the staff 
recommended to the commissioners, who made fi nal deci-
sions on policy issues, that the agency designate Lyons as the 
site of the demonstration project and take action to acquire 
the property. Although the staff recognized that additional 
geological and hydrological studies could “seriously chal-
lenge the suitability” of the location, it believed, based on 
the fi ndings of Project Salt Vault, that the Lyons mine would 
prove to be “well suited for construction of a long-term fa-
cility” for disposal of high-level and transuranic waste. The 
staff was “reasonably confi dent” that the project would be 

favorably received in Kansas. The commission approved 
the staff’s proposal on June 15. Two days later Erlewine an-
nounced the “tentative” plan for the Lyons repository at a 
press conference in Topeka, Kansas. He estimated that the 
cost of the work at the site would run to $25 million and 
would employ two hundred people, mostly from the Lyons 
vicinity. He reported that new studies would be conducted 
to confi rm the acceptability of the site and added, “It will be 
go or no-go in the next six months.”17

A staff member of the AEC’s Division of Public In-
formation who traveled to Topeka reported that 
the agency had done a “good job of handling no-

tifi cations to state and local offi cials.” But the AEC, in fact, 
had offended Kansas scientists who were deliberating on 
the same day in Lawrence over the use of the Lyons site. 
The meeting included members of the Panel on Disposal 
in Salt Mines and representatives of Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, the AEC, the Kansas Geological Survey, and 
the Kansas Department of Health. Erlewine had disclosed 
the tentative selection of Lyons to the press in Topeka with-
out waiting for a report from the conference in Lawrence. 
Erlewine’s announcement came as an unpleasant surprise 
to Hambleton and his colleagues, who saw it as an indi-
cation that the AEC was not taking their views seriously. 
The AEC had committed a grievous and avoidable blunder. 
Some staff members, including those who attended, were 
certainly aware of the meeting. The AEC had apparently 
experienced a breakdown in internal communications, per-
haps from arranging the press briefi ng with ill-considered 
haste. It also appeared to suffer from acute tone deafness 
about the potential impact of its announcement. Erlewine’s 
careful efforts to describe the Lyons decision as tentative 
were not enough to ease the disenchantment and growing 
distrust on the part of Kansas offi cials whose support for 
the project was vital.18
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press conference thirty-fi ve years after it occurred. Ernest E. Angino, inter-
view by author, Lawrence, Kans., July 13, 2005; and Hambleton, interview 
by author.

Although the AEC seemed oblivious to the resent-
ment that Erlewine’s announcement had generated, it was 
keenly aware that an outspoken member of the Kansas 
congressional delegation, Joe Skubitz, had serious doubts 
about the Lyons proposal. Skubitz’s district did not include 
Lyons; he represented the southeastern section of Kansas, 
some two hundred miles away. Nevertheless, he followed 
the developments surrounding the Lyons project with close 
and increasingly critical vigilance. Skubitz, whose parents 

had emigrated to Kansas from Slovenia, was a native of the 
area that he served in Congress. He had worked as a teacher 
and later as a principal; at the same time, he had earned 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the local teacher’s 
college (now Pittsburg State University). He later served as 
an administrative assistant to Senator Andrew Schoeppel 
and received a law degree from George Washington Uni-
versity in Washington, D.C.

In 1962, after Schoeppel’s death, Skubitz won a seat in 
Congress as a Republican. Like many members of his party, 
he was deeply suspicious of government bureaucracy and 
wary of federal incursions into areas traditionally reserved 
for the states. Skubitz was forthright and occasionally im-

William W. Hambleton (left), director of the Kansas Geological Survey, talks with Howard J. Carey Jr. (center), president of the Carey Salt 
Co., and Dale E. Saffels, chairman of the Kansas Advisory Council on Ecology, at a meeting in Lyons. 
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politic in expressing his opinions. As the debate 
over the Lyons waste repository became increas-
ingly bitter, he publicly denounced one prominent 
supporter of the project as a “stooge of the AEC.” 
Skubitz fi rst became interested in the AEC’s plans 
for Lyons because of his experience with the issue 
as a member of Schoeppel’s staff. Like Schoeppel, 
he had gained the false impression that the AEC 
had intended to conduct experiments in Hutchin-
son a decade earlier by pouring high-level liquid 
radioactive waste directly into a salt mine.19

Skubitz’s fl awed memory of the Hutchinson 
tests made him skeptical of the AEC’s plans for 
the Lyons repository from the outset. He raised 
a series of questions with Erlewine in a phone 
call on April 23, 1970, and received assurances 
that Project Salt Vault had shown that radioac-
tive waste in Kansas salt deposits “would be in 
as safe a geologic formation as can be found in 
the United States.” In subsequent correspon-
dence, Skubitz asked Erlewine about the size of 
the proposed repository, the amount of waste that 
would be stored, how it would be cooled, and 
why Kansas was under consideration rather than 
other states that had large salt deposits. Erlewine 
replied promptly and conscientiously, but he did 
not ease Skubitz’s growing reservations. On June 
18, the day after Erlewine’s press conference in 
Topeka, Skubitz sent a letter to Docking in which 
he disclosed his “grave doubts about the safety 
of this project in view of the many differing facts 
and confl icting opinions.” He argued that “we are 
being asked to assume unknown risks to make 
Kansas a nuclear dumping ground for all the rest 
of the nation.” Skubitz elaborated on his concerns 
in a twelve-page, single-spaced letter to Seaborg. 
He complained that although Kansas was “ex-
pected to assume the risks of storage of nuclear 
waste material,” it had not received the “benefi ts 
provided by a nuclear power plant” that could at-

The AEC’s John A. Erlewine (left) addresses citizens at meeting in Lyons on July 29, 
1970, as Governor Robert B. Docking looks on. This photograph was published the 
next day in the Topeka Daily Capital.

tract industry and deliver a “real economic boost to the en-
tire state.”20

20. The correspondence between the AEC and Joe Skubitz is printed 
in U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Environmental Statement: Radioactive 
Waste Repository, Lyons, Kansas, WASH-1503, June 1971, Appendix (no page 
numbers).
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Skubitz, like Hambleton, raised questions about the 
safety of the Lyons site but did not categorically reject 
it. The Kansas chapter of the Sierra Club, a prominent 

national environmental organization, took a more dogmatic 
stance. Ronald H. Baxter, a former aide to Docking and the 
chairman of the chapter’s executive council, revealed the 
day after Erlewine’s June 17 press conference that his group 
opposed the project. “We intend to see that Kansas is not 
used for such a dump,” he declared, “and intend to be suc-
cessful in halting such action.” In light of the reactions to 
Erlewine’s announcement, the AEC decided to address the 
doubts that had been aired and to explain its position in a 
public appearance in Lyons.21

The meeting, held on July 29, 1970, was attended by 
more than 150 local citizens. It also attracted about thirty 
media representatives who were mostly, but not exclu-
sively, from Kansas newspapers and radio and television 
stations. The session was moderated by Governor Dock-
ing, who outlined his cautious approach in his fi rst public 
statement on the Lyons proposal. While he hoped that the 
project would provide “economic gains” to the local area 
and the state, he emphasized that “we do not want new in-
dustry in Kansas at the expense of our citizens’ health and 

welfare.” Therefore, Docking withheld support for the Ly-
ons repository until he received the results of the scientifi c 
investigations that were under way. Erlewine told the audi-
ence that the AEC had the same objectives as the governor. 
“We sincerely believe this is a good project,” he said, “but 
we, too, want to see the studies completed.” He estimated 
that if the assessments were favorable, the site could open 
for high-level waste in 1975.22

The National Academy of Sciences Committee on Ra-
dioactive Waste Management submitted its evaluation of 
safety at the Lyons site to the AEC in November 1970. It 
drew on the fi ndings of the Panel on Disposal in Salt Mines. 
The committee concluded that the “use of bedded salt for 
the disposal of radioactive wastes is satisfactory” and that 
“the site near Lyons, Kansas … is satisfactory, subject to the 
development of certain additional confi rmatory data and 
evaluation.” Thus, it offered a favorable but conditional 
endorsement of the Lyons project, and it recommended 
research on many of the issues that troubled the Kansas 
Geological Survey. Nevertheless, the AEC, while acknowl-
edging the need to resolve outstanding issues, emphasized 

Ronald H. Baxter, chairman of the executive council of the Kansas chapter of the Sierra Club, speaks at the July 29, 1970, meeting in Lyons. 
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the support the document offered for the Lyons reposi-
tory.23

Kansas Geological Survey scientists were less pleased 
with the Committee on Radioactive Waste Manage-
ment’s report. Hambleton thought the committee’s 

chair, John C. Frye of the Illinois State Geological Survey, 
had watered down the conclusions of the Panel on Dis-
posal in Salt Mines. By the fall of 1970 Kansas geologists, in 
collaboration with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, had 
drilled two deep holes and about forty shallow holes in the 
Lyons area, and Hambleton prepared a preliminary report 
on their fi ndings. The fi eldwork and discussions with Oak 
Ridge experts alleviated some of his concerns but height-
ened others. One issue, which Hambleton described “as 
crucial to the safety of the repository site,” was heat transfer 
from radioactive waste to salt. He regarded the heat-fl ow 
equations that the AEC and Oak Ridge had used as over-
simplifi ed and was dismayed that they “exhibited remark-
ably little interest in the heat fl ow problem.” He feared that 
excessive heat could fracture rocks that sealed the salt for-
mations and open them to the entry of water.

Hambleton expressed similar objections to the failure 
of Oak Ridge and the AEC to suffi ciently consider radiation 
damage in the salt mine, which he viewed as an “extremely 
critical” issue. His concern was that “stored energy” in salt 
exposed to high levels of radiation could undergo “sudden 
thermal expansion” and cause small explosions that would 
threaten the integrity of the repository. In addition to the 
geological questions that needed attention, Hambleton and 
his staff believed that provisions for transportation of waste 
canisters to Kansas were “completely inadequate.” Further, 
they complained that the AEC had developed “no contin-
gency plans” for retrieval of the waste in the event that the 
repository proved to be unsuitable for permanent disposal. 
Ernest E. Angino, the deputy director of the Kansas Geo-
logical Survey, found it “confusing and disturbing” that the 

AEC appeared to take a “head in the sands” approach to 
retrieval.24

In early 1971 the already lively debate over the Lyons 
repository became increasingly visible and acrimonious. 
The principal cause was the AEC’s request for an immediate 
$3.5 million appropriation for the purchase of land around 
Lyons and preliminary architectural and engineering work, 
and for a long-term $25 million authorization for the entire 
project. On February 12, 1971, in a long, impassioned letter 
to Docking, Skubitz announced his opposition to the AEC’s 
application for funding and to the development of the waste 
repository. Explaining that he had “not come lightly to this 
decision,” he accused the AEC of ignoring the views and 
the rights of the state of Kansas. “The Federal Government 
cannot compel a sovereign State to do itself and its citizens 
possible irreparable injury if its offi cials refuse to be stam-
peded,” he wrote. Skubitz complained that the AEC was 
“far from certain about the safety” of the site it proposed 
to use “as a dump for the most dangerous garbage in the 
knowledge of mankind.” He asked that Docking, the Kan-
sas legislature, and “cognizant State offi cials” support his 
position. The letter received a great deal of attention both 
within and beyond Kansas after the Sierra Club’s Ronald 
Baxter released it to the press. Baxter also distributed copies 
of Hambleton’s preliminary report of December 1970 that 
criticized the AEC’s approach to the Lyons project.25

The reaction in Kansas to Skubitz’s letter was mixed, re-
fl ecting the continuing ambivalence of many state offi cials 
and citizens. Some papers, especially in Skubitz’s district, 
hailed his effort to stop the Lyons project. The Parsons Sun 
commented that the AEC was “tangling with a buzzsaw in 
Skubitz,” who not only was “waging a battle for Kansas 
but probably for the whole nation.” The Iola Register told its 
readers that “Joe Skubitz appears to be one of the few in a 
position of responsibility in Kansas who is looking at this 
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question clearly.” Others were less enamored of Skubitz’s 
arguments. The Wichita Eagle, while calling for a careful in-
vestigation of the questions raised by the Kansas Geological 
Survey, remarked that “it would only hinder the search for 
answers if every Kansan got as hysterical as has Rep. Joe 
Skubitz.”26

Docking, who had won reelection the previous fall, re-
sponded to Skubitz’s appeal for support by listing the ac-
tions he had taken to investigate the safety of the Lyons site. 
He emphasized that if the proposed repository posed “any 
potential danger” to the citizens of Kansas, “I will not hesi-
tate to use all the powers of the governorship to halt the project” 
(emphasis in original). But Docking refused to endorse Sku-
bitz’s unequivocal opposition to the project. This brought 
an impatient rejoinder from Skubitz, who rebuked the gov-
ernor for a “weasling [sic] statement.” He made his reply 
available to the press and told a reporter that Docking had 
“tried to shunt aside his responsibilities as governor.”27

The AEC prepared its own response to Skubitz’s letter 
of February 12. Seaborg reiterated that use of the Ly-
ons site depended on the favorable outcome of sci-

entifi c studies, including investigations of the issues of con-
cern to the Kansas Geological Survey. “To date,” he added, 
“we have no reason to believe that this important project 
should not proceed if authorized.” Those assurances did 
not ease Skubitz’s concerns or mollify his growing indig-
nation. He told Seaborg in a ten-page, single-spaced letter 
that the key issue was the prerogative of the state to refuse 
to host the waste repository. He was offended by the “‘big-
daddy-knows-best’ campaign that is at best disingenuous” 
and advised the AEC to recognize that Kansans were “not 
country bumpkins who can be taken for granted.”28

Skubitz’s correspondence with Docking and Seaborg 
set the stage for hearings conducted on March 16–17, 1971, 
by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on the AEC’s re-
quest for funding for the Lyons project. The Joint Committee 
exercised enormous infl uence as the oversight committee 

for the AEC; both houses of Congress referred all proposed 
legislation relating to atomic energy to it. It also controlled 
the AEC’s budget. Skubitz, who was not a member of the 
Joint Committee, led off the hearings with a lengthy state-
ment in opposition to the allocation of funds for the Lyons 
project. “If this committee authorizes the funds and permits 
the AEC to purchase the ground,” he declared, “it will have 
effectively denied Kansas people any choice in this vital is-
sue.” He denied that the AEC had demonstrated that the 
site would be safe. “We are talking about people’s lives,” he 
exclaimed. “The AEC is playing God.”

Skeptical members of the Joint Committee quizzed Sku-
bitz about the position of members of Congress from the area 
where the waste repository would be located. As a result, 
Garner E. Shriver, whose district included Lyons, and Keith 
Sebelius, who was likely to represent Lyons after a pending 
redistricting, submitted a joint statement. They urged that 
safety issues be further investigated, but, unlike Skubitz, 
they did not oppose the AEC’s request for funds.29

Skubitz supported his arguments about the scientifi c 
uncertainties surrounding the AEC’s plans by quoting ex-
tensively from Hambleton’s reports. When Hambleton took 
the stand, he delivered a message that distressed both the 
Joint Committee and the AEC. Appearing as the governor’s 
spokesman, he announced that Docking had “reluctantly” 
concluded that the AEC’s efforts “to minimize the problems 
raised by scientists in Kansas … support fears of many Kan-
sans that if funds are appropriated for design and site ac-
quisition the project cannot be stopped at a later date if it 
is … found to be unsafe.” He urged that funding for the 
project be deferred until scientifi c studies were completed 
and the results evaluated. Docking’s statement made clear 
that he had moved closer to Skubitz’s position, and it dem-
onstrated the differing perspectives of Hambleton and 
representatives from Oak Ridge and the AEC. Hambleton 
praised the Oak Ridge experts as “cooperative, candid, and 
forthright” but added that “when it comes to dealing with 
the Atomic Energy Commission … we get evasive answers, 
and this is what causes the concern among most Kansans.” 
He complained that the AEC had not provided some re-
ports that “we requested many months ago.”30
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Milton Shaw, director of the AEC’s Division of Reac-
tor Development and Technology, responded to Hamble-
ton’s indictment. Shaw was a strong proponent of nuclear 
power; the trade journal Nucleonics Week once described 
him as “probably without peer in convincing someone that 
nuclear power is to be embraced with little or no reserva-
tion.” The AEC was convinced that nuclear power would 
not continue to expand unless the waste disposal issue was 
resolved, and therefore, Shaw took an active interest in the 
Lyons debate. He told the Joint Committee that he was 
astonished by Hambleton’s allegation that the AEC had 
withheld information. “I certainly feel we have made ev-
ery reasonable attempt to keep him informed,” he declared. 
He acknowledged, however, that bureaucratic procedures 
could have delayed transmission of the information that 
Hambleton sought. Shaw, who became emotional enough 
during his testimony that he was “visibly shaking,” turned 
the tables by complaining that the AEC had not known of 
Hambleton’s highly critical preliminary report of Decem-
ber 1970 until Erlewine had received a call from a New York 
Times reporter about it. Like Shaw, Floyd L. Culler, deputy 
director of Oak Ridge, said he was perplexed by Hamble-
ton’s comments. He assured the Joint Committee that Oak 
Ridge was investigating the technical issues that Hamble-
ton had raised, including heat fl ow and radiation damage 
to salt. This was welcome but surprising news to Hamble-
ton and his deputy, Ernest Angino.31

The confl icting views that the hearings highlighted 
greatly disturbed Senator John O. Pastore, chairman 
of the Joint Committee. He pointed out that the AEC 

had not convinced key offi cials in Kansas that the Lyons site 
was suitable, and, judging from his experience as a former 
governor of Rhode Island, he told Shaw that the agency 
could not “run roughshod” over Docking or “stuff this 
down his throat.” Pastore suggested that instead of autho-
rizing the full $25 million that the AEC requested, the Joint 
Committee should approve only the $3.5 million to pur-
chase land and draw up designs for the facility. He thought 
this would alleviate fears in Kansas that a $25 million au-
thorization “would be a fait accompli.” Shaw disagreed 
with Pastore’s proposal because he preferred a “long-term 

commitment” to the project that would enable the AEC to 
attract “good people to work on it.” He also contended that 
the smaller amount would delay if not sidetrack testing on 
specifi c conditions at the Lyons site. “We are at the point,” 
he said, “that we must test in place.”32

The AEC believed that it had provided reasonable re-
sponses to the questions that Kansas offi cials presented dur-
ing the Joint Committee hearings. It affi rmed that it would 
sponsor research on the technical issues that Hambleton 
cited and would terminate work on the Lyons project if the 
mine turned out to be unsuitable. It argued that since it had 
transported nuclear materials safely for years, it was confi -
dent that the same procedures for moving waste to Kansas 
were appropriate. And it pledged to design the facility in a 
way to allow for retrieval if it ever became necessary. Those 
assurances did not satisfy Hambleton, who insisted that the 
essential research could and should be performed “before 
they actually go into this so-called demonstration site.” The 
sometimes heated debates during the hearings deepened 
the rift between state offi cials and the AEC.33

Shortly after the Joint Committee hearings, Docking 
commented that “AEC offi cials were nothing less than 
downright shabby” in their response to Hambleton’s tes-
timony. “They apparently thought,” he added, “they could 
just throw their weight around and make us all play dead 
for them.” He urged Pastore to defer funding “until safety 
of the project is assured” and attacked the “high-handed-
ness of some AEC offi cials in their ‘steam-roller’ approach 
to moving ahead.” He complained to President Richard M. 
Nixon about the “arrogance” and “patronizing manner” of 
the AEC, which, he said, had “treated as trivial the concerns 
of Kansans for a potentially dangerous project.” Docking 
instructed Vern Miller, attorney general of Kansas, to ex-
plore the legal options available to the state to oppose the 
Lyons repository and declared that “if the only recourse to 
halting the project near Lyons is a lawsuit, then I would 
support a lawsuit.”34
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Congressman Skubitz heartily applauded the gov-
ernor’s more militant stance. He wired Docking that “as 
one who felt very alone for almost a year in this fi ght, … 
I commend your position in opposing the installation of a 
nuclear waste dump at Lyons.” The governor, despite the 
vocal objections he expressed, sought to keep his distance 
from Skubitz. He still had not closed his mind to the Lyons 
site if the AEC agreed to delay the project until more scien-
tifi c studies were completed. His staff told reporters that 
Docking’s recent protests were not a result of “noise from 
Skubitz” but refl ected his long-standing position that he 
would act to stop the project if its safety was doubtful. The 
Joint Committee hearings had “confi rmed for him what 
he suspected”—that the AEC was “not inclined to pursue 
tests” that Hambleton thought were necessary.35

Hambleton felt the same way. He thanked Pastore for 
his “unfailing courtesy” during the hearings, which “re-
lieved an otherwise diffi cult session.” He summarized the 
differences between the AEC and the Kansas Geological 
Survey for the Joint Committee chairman. “The Atomic En-
ergy Commission judges it has adequate information for 
proceeding with the radioactive waste disposal project … 
and that any or all problems can be engineered or designed 
out of this ‘demonstration project’ when and if they ap-
pear,” he wrote. “The Kansas Geological Survey holds to 
the view that safety should be designed and engineered into 
the project before it is undertaken.” Discussions with Oak 
Ridge scientists after the hearings had further convinced 
him of the need for careful investigation of heat fl ow, ra-
diation damage, retrieval, and other issues. “Father knows 
best,” Hambleton commented about the AEC at a public 
meeting in April 1971. “He’s like a steamroller. If you don’t 
budge, he will roll over you and treat the effect as a negli-
gible problem.”36

Docking and Hambleton’s bitter denunciations of 
the AEC in the wake of the Joint Committee hear-
ings made clear that the Lyons project faced se-

vere, if not insurmountable, political diffi culties. This was a 
source of concern for Senator Robert J. Dole and other prom-
inent Kansas politicians who wished to mitigate the contro-
versy. In light of the “potential energy crisis” confronting 
the United States, Dole maintained that nuclear power was 
needed to meet the nation’s power demands. Dole shared 
many of Docking’s reservations about the Lyons proposal, 
but he was persuaded that the basic problem was a “lack of 
communication” rather than AEC indifference to the con-
cerns of Kansas. Therefore, he advised Nixon to appoint 
an advisory council to assess the risks of the Lyons site in 
a way that would satisfy both the federal government and 
the people of Kansas. The council would include one repre-
sentative from each of four federal agencies, including the 
AEC, and two representatives of Kansas.37

Matters came to a head after the Joint Committee voted 
on June 30, 1971, to approve Pastore’s recommendation for 
a $3.5 million appropriation for the purchase of land and 
preliminary work at the Lyons site. The recommendation 
contained two conditions. The fi rst was that the project 
would be canceled if it did not meet “reasonable standards” 
of safety, and the second was that an advisory council be 
established. The Joint Committee’s action brought strong 
protests from Docking and Skubitz. The governor informed 
Pastore that he would “use all the authority of the Kansas 
Governor’s Offi ce to prevent the AEC from forcing this po-
tentially dangerous project on the people of Kansas.” Sku-
bitz offered an amendment on the House fl oor to eliminate 
the funds approved by the Joint Committee. After it was 
defeated, he appealed for support from his fellow Kansans 
in the Senate. He told Dole and James B. Pearson that the 
proposed advisory council was a “patent fraud.”38
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Despite their differences, Skub-
itz, Pearson, and Dole worked 
with the Joint Committee to 

reach a compromise on the Lyons fund-
ing. The two senators agreed on legis-
lation that provided for a nine-member 
advisory council that would include at 
least three members from Kansas. It al-
located funds for the AEC to lease but 
not purchase land in the Lyons area. 
And it specifi ed that radioactive mate-
rials could not be used for testing at the 
site unless they were “fully retrievable.” 
When the Senate passed the bill with 
those conditions, Docking announced 
that he was “very encouraged.” Al-
though Skubitz complained publicly 
that Kansas had been “badly served” 
by its senators, he eventually accepted 
a slightly revised version of the legisla-
tion. The compromise amendment that 
Congress passed in August 1971 won 
editorial acclaim throughout Kansas.39

While congressional and state 
leaders arrived at a compromise that 
resolved the sharp political disagree-
ments over the Lyons site, new and ul-
timately fatal technical issues arose. The 
problem was that information provided 
by the American Salt Corporation of Kansas City, Missouri, 
indicated that water fl owing underground from previous 
drilling in the Lyons area could reach the Carey mine in 
which radioactive waste would be stored. If this occurred, 
the water could carry radioactivity from the repository 
into adjacent aquifers and contaminate water supplies. The 
great advantage of using salt mines for disposing of radio-
active waste was the dryness of their geological environ-

ment, and a serious threat of penetration by moving water 
would make the Lyons location unacceptable.

The president of the American Salt Corporation, Otto 
Rueschhoff, fi rst informed Oak Ridge of his concerns about 
the potential vulnerability of the Carey mine on May 4, 1971. 
He had learned only recently that the radioactive waste 
vault would be an “integral part of the old Carey mine,” 
which caused him to worry that his company’s nearby 
mine could “act as a conduit, transporting water from the 
aquifer above our operations to the vicinity of the proposed 
repository.” The entry points for the two mines were only 
about 1,800 feet apart. Rueschhoff also warned that oil and 
gas wells that had been drilled in the Lyons area could en-
able the movement of fl uids from the “salt strata” to the 
aquifer. In a meeting with the Kansas Geological Survey on 
July 26, 1971, Rueschhoff reported that in 1965 the company 
had pumped about 170,000 gallons of water into an “injec-
tion well” near Lyons as part of its “solution mining” pro-

Kansas Senator James B. Pearson, who assumed the position upon the death of Senator Schoeppel 
in January 1962 and is seen here during his special election campaign later that year, worked with 
the Joint Committee to reach a compromise on the Lyons funding. The state’s two senators agreed 
on legislation in 1971 that provided for a nine-member advisory council and allocated funds for 
the AEC to lease but not purchase land in the Lyons area. And it specifi ed that radioactive materi-
als could not be used for testing at the site unless they were “fully retrievable.”
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cedures. The water, rather than circulating back to a return 
well, had disappeared, and the company had “no idea as 
to where the loss occurred or where the fl uids went.” This 
incident signaled a risk of unknown proportions that un-
derground water could compromise the integrity of a waste 
repository under Lyons. Hambleton remarked that “the Ly-
ons site is a bit like a piece of Swiss cheese, and the possibil-
ity for entrance and circulation of fl uids is great.”40

Reuschhoff’s revelations provided new impetus for op-
ponents of the Lyons project. Skubitz announced on Sep-
tember 30, 1971, that the “Lyons site is dead as a dodo for 
waste burial.” The AEC denied that it had decided to aban-
don Lyons, though it acknowledged that it would begin 
“looking into possible alternatives,” including other salt 
deposits in Kansas. By that time the agency had exhausted 
its already meager political capital in Kansas. Docking told 
James R. Schlesinger, who had recently replaced Seaborg as 
AEC chairman, that he did not believe the agency had acted 

“honestly and faithfully.” He made a “strong 
recommendation” that it “extend its search for 
a suitable disposal area beyond the boundaries 
of Kansas, and beyond the boundaries of the 
continental United States.”41

The AEC still refused to publicly renounce 
the Lyons proposal, but it eventually recognized 
that the site was unsalvageable, both politically 
and technically. In early 1972 the White House 
Offi ce of Science and Technology noted that the 
AEC had “all but given up” on Lyons. A recent 
Kansas Geological Survey report had described 
the site as the “poorest choice” among seven 
“possible areas” in the state where radioactive 
waste might be buried in salt. A short time later 
the AEC announced that although it would 
continue to search for suitable salt deposits, it 
would shift its emphasis to storing high-level 
radioactive waste in large concrete-and-steel 
structures that would be placed aboveground. 
Skubitz remained skeptical. In response to his 
inquiries, he received assurances in June 1974 
from Dixy Lee Ray, who followed Schlesinger 

as chairman of the AEC, that the agency did “not plan to 
dispose of radioactive wastes in the State of Kansas” and 
that it intended to “manage all high level radioactive waste 
in retrievable surface storage.” Nevertheless, Skubitz intro-
duced a bill in Congress three years later that would require 
a referendum by the citizens of a state in which a nuclear 
waste repository would be located. His motive, he ex-
plained, was “to prevent the Lyons, Kansas, situation from 
ever developing again.”42

Senator Robert J. Dole held some reservations about the Lyons project but wished to 
mitigate the controversy. In light of the “potential energy crisis” confronting the United 
States, the senator believed nuclear power was needed to meet the nation’s power de-
mands. This photograph was taken during Bob Dole’s fi rst senatorial reelection cam-
paign in 1974. Challenger Dr. William R. Roy, a two-term Democratic congressman 
from Topeka, is seated in the background. Courtesy of the Robert J. Dole Institute of 
Politics Archive, University of Kansas, Lawrence.
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The AEC’s fi rst effort to identify a perma-
nent site for the disposal of high-level and trans-
uranic radioactive waste failed spectacularly. In 
its haste to fulfi ll its pledge to Senator Church 
and to build a repository for the growing quan-
tities of commercial reactor waste, it not only 
selected a location that it eventually found to 
be unsuitable but also offended political lead-
ers and scientists whose backing for the project 
was essential. The AEC was not indifferent to 
the safety of the Lyons site, but its ham-handed 
treatment of controversial issues often made it 
appear that way. Preliminary investigations of 
the Carey mine were promising enough for the 
agency to explore its advantages as a perma-
nent waste repository. But the AEC became so 
focused on Lyons that it too casually dismissed 
the serious questions raised by the Kansas Geo-
logical Survey. Rather than taking its time to 
investigate scientifi c uncertainties and reach 
strongly defensible conclusions, it offered dis-
putable assurances and pressed ahead. The AEC 
knew of the presence of another salt mine and 
oil and gas wells close to the proposed reposi-
tory, but it took no concerted action to study the 
risks of previous drilling until after the Ameri-
can Salt Corporation expressed its concerns. Its 
refusal to fully assess the potential pitfalls of the 
Lyons project was an embarrassment that could 
have and should have been avoided by a more 
deliberate approach to the inherently complex 
problem of disposing of radioactive waste.

The AEC handled the political aspects 
of the Lyons debate in an equally inept 
manner. It was aware that the construc-

tion of a waste repository would not proceed 
without the support of the local community, 
and it was committed to addressing public con-
cerns. But the AEC did not deal adroitly with 
the political issues that arose in Kansas, in large part be-
cause it tended to group critics of the Lyons proposal into 
a monolithic whole. It failed to distinguish between the 
reservations that Hambleton cited and the much more stri-
dent and intractable position adopted by Skubitz. Docking 
and Hambleton were open-minded about the project at the 

outset; they eventually became disillusioned with the AEC 
after it dismissed or refused to aggressively investigate the 
questions they raised. The increasingly harsh tone of their 
rhetoric after the Joint Committee hearings in March 1971 
refl ected their perception that the AEC had not taken due 
account of their expertise and responsibility for the safety 
of the citizens of Kansas.

Congressman Joe Skubitz, seen here with President Gerald R. Ford, introduced a bill in 
1977 that required a referendum by the citizens of a state in which a nuclear waste re-
pository would be located. His motive, he explained, was “to prevent the Lyons, Kansas, 
situation from ever developing again.” Courtesy of the Joe Skubitz Papers, Pittsburg 
State University.
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Long before the AEC realized that the Lyons project 
was technically unsuitable, it had lost the political sup-
port it needed. Although Kansas offi cials were favorably 
impressed with the staff members from Oak Ridge and the 
AEC with whom they met personally, they were repeatedly 
frustrated and dumbfounded by the policy decisions of 
AEC headquarters. Erlewine’s press conference in Topeka 
in June 1970 was the fi rst in a series of AEC political mis-

steps during the Lyons controversy. The agency’s clumsy 
political performance was a result of its conviction that its 
procedures would assure the safety of the facility and of 
its unseemly rush to build a waste disposal repository. The 
AEC paid a heavy price for its errors. The Lyons debacle re-
ceived wide national attention that diminished confi dence 
in the agency and made its search for a solution to the waste 
problem immeasurably more diffi cult.


